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fpr. nresident- Frank Newhall. August
"Show Me" State Wants to Have annual report to the Secretary of the Marine Hospital Service
Keeping Reinhardt, Fred Muller and Carl Bish- - found dead on a cinder pile along the j Country Men Provided Funds
Interior, probably the last to he made
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were found
Germany and Italy, and tie possibilDRAWN MONDAY. 1osed to have to'en,
Missouri mules down Pennsylvania
who has been under quarantine
near him tied up in an old piece of
Territorial Superintendent of Public ity of the plague bein brought to this
avenue." The promise of Congress- Instruction J. E. Clark who returned countty by Infected Irani. grains, has
callcohere the last three months, disapThe territorial grand jury was
man Champ Clark was made to a yesterday from Hillsboro, Sierra coun- alarmed the
publlo btalth and marine drawn Monday. It is as follows: Cel- peared yesterday from the tent in
g
crowd of visitors at the
General so
himself greatly grat- hcs,iial service.
ty, expressed
Ortain. THREE INDICTMENTS
Ortiz, foreman; Canuto
which he (had been segregated and
celebration here. The promise pleas- ified at the progress of education in V"man has deta'ljdSurgou
AGAINST W. C. WITTWER.
Surgeon H. R, secretary; Fortino Ortiz, Andres Sena,
learned
ed the crowd mightily.
that he had taken the train on
Mr. Clark the southern counties and at the fine, Carter to visit the
centers
rS'ds
Julian Vijil, Hilario Apodaca, Jose de
' Charged With Illegally Receiv-bal- Wednesday evening, intending to go
was welcomed by the returning sons new, modern school houses that are and
- He
Narby cable.
uport
Tomas
Dionicio
Lallo,
Ortega,
of the "show me" state, but asked why being built in the smaller settlements.
in3 Bank Deposits as Cashier at
to New York and thence to Greece.
Matias Montoya, Agapito Lopez,
they ever went away in the nrst place, A) Hillsboro, a thoroughly modern DISCHARGED FROM
An- Dallas, Texas,
The funds were provided by his counIsidor
Rael,
Martinez,
Guadalupe
and was inclined to reproach his hear- three room adobe structure is being
GOVERNMENT SERVICE. tonio Jose Garcia, Amado Mora, Fran- Dallas, Texas, Sept. 9. Charging trymen here but
they would not diers for taking a hack seat. "Missouri built under the direct supervision of
him
with
illegally receiving bank
Cisco Rodriguez, Joge Vieto, Santiago
vulge the route taken. Kokas is a
has taken a hack seat too long," he the father of the architect who preSalvador Gonzales, Martin posits, three indictments were return-AMr- e middle-ageWashington, D. C, Sept 9. Frank
man, with his forehead,
said. "Missouri has never had a pres- pared the modern school house plans M. Couden, cashier in the office of sured in the district criminal court here cheeks and chin marked with the
and Abran Archuleta.
ident,
justice of the su- for the recent Plan Book published by veyor of customs at Cincinnati, whose
The U. S. grand jury will be in 5 esterday against W. C. Wittwer, for- - stigmata of leprosy and his left hand
preme court or speaker of the House. the department of education of the name is prominently mentioned in the sesslon the second Monday in Sep- - merly cashier of the suspended West- - almost ready to drop off. Medical
, It is time we had all these offices, and territory. The cost is moderate and Warlner embezzlement scandal In the tember, which is September 12. The em Bank and Trust Company in this men say however, that the possibility
I'm going to see to it that we get one
drawn city. The bank failed in January, 1908, of infection from ordinary association
Big Four railroad, was discharged territorial petit jury will
of them anyway."
Continued on Page Eight)
,
for more than a million dollars.
,
on the train is very slight.
from the government service todav.
Monday.

Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 9. Thirty-nin- e
members of the crew of the Pere
Marquette car ferry No. IS, were lost
and only three saved when the ferry
about thirty miles of
sank in
Sheboygan Bay, according to reports
received here.
Was Heavily Loaded.
Wis.,
Milwaukee,
Sept. 9. The
ferry was bound from Ludington to
Milwaukee, with a full cargo consisting of eleven cars of coal, twenty-on- e
cars of miscellaneous freight. Nothj
ing Is yet known of the cause of the
mid-lak-
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the hour

of her pride?
For the Lord hath looked out from
Denver, Colo., Sept. 9 The $i
His pillar of glory,
And all her brave thousands are N forecast is fair weather tonight
and Saturday with stationary X
dash'd in the tide.
X
Sound the loud timbrel o'er Egypt's N temperature.
dark sea;
Jehovah has triumphed His people
Engagement Announced A newsMOORE.
are free.
paper in Albuquerque has announced
the marriage of Miss Sara Hall to
Arrested for Gun Toting I. W. Harold Moore, of Santa Fe, in NocarPlace was arrested at Wiliard for
FOR HALF A CENTURY
vember. Miss Hall is a resident of
rying a 22 target rifle.
Albuquerque and Mr. Moore is a posTHE
E
N
DRY GOODS
LEADING
P
h.O
36
P. O. BOX 219
New Park at Raton The Santa Fe tal clerk who travels from Santa Fe
to
ground
has
railroad
given enough
to Torrance.
HOUSE
IN THE CITY.
the municipality of Raton, for a fine
Leased Claire
Hotel Cafe Mrs.
park in the business section of the Otto Retsch has leased the Claire HoI
IESS3&B52SEB5S
Gate City.
tel Cafe on San Francisco street, in
A.
0.
at
Albuquerque
Wedding
Burtner and Miss Florence C. Jones the hotel, and will open it for business
about September 15. Mrs. Retsch now
'
of Rochester, N. Y., were married at
Rev. is conducting a restaurant on the
yesterday by
Albuquerque
street
south side of 'San Francisco
Frank V. Otto.
which
continue.
she
will
"A
.local
Democratic
The
Way
Maximum Was 83 Degrees The)
Democrat, who employs a considerable
number of men, is said to have fired maximum yesterday was 83 degrees 1
several employes because he suspect-- ' and the minimum was 54. The avered they did not obey orders but vot-- i age relative humidity for the day was
ed the Republican ticket. He is one 44 per cent. The day was clear and
of the men who announced a wish to pleasant. A year ago today the rnax- imum was 70 and the minimum 49
purify politics in New Mexico.'
Vegas Optic.
with a precipitation of 0,12 of an inch
Another New Bridge in Colfax of rain. The showers came in the
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construct
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yards of sand and 1,S00 pounds of clear atmosphere and intensity of sosteel.
lar "energy." He will be here ten days
Marriage Licenses Issued At Las or more before leaving for Arizona.
Vegas, marriage licenses were taken
Deed Recorded A deed was reout by Jennie Rutledge, aged 24, and corded in the
probate clerks" office toClaude Blair, aged 36, both of Albuday (or th'e transfer of Lots 5 and 7
were
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at
married
querque.
They
of La Garita addition in this city to
Vegas. At Albuquerque., marriage li- Sarah Elinor Constance
de Launoy
Kacenses were taken out by Birdie
Delaware
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ble of Quincy, 111., and W. M. Tiv. Morley, of Swarthmore,
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arete of Vincennes, Iowa, and also by county, .pa., trom Attorney a. b. Ken-what you want before you give up your money.
Is
$10 with
If anything goes wrong, we are here to make it good.
Florence C. Jones of Scottsville, N. ehan. The consideration
will be con-- '
We sell reliable known brands; we do not hide poor quality
Y., and Owen A. Burtner of Muscatine, the proviso that a house
structed on the lots within two years
Iowa.
under a strange brand.
and at a cost of not less than J1500
You save money when you buy at home, that's why you want to
Antonio
at
Deaths
Albuquerque
and that it will be in the mission
from us.
Maria Lucero, an aged Indian fighter,
buy
"or some style akin thereto."
died at Los Duranes, a suburb of Al style
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Hit's Hardware
buquerque, at the age of 96 years. His
We U
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erected by Professor and Mrs.
He
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92,
wife, aged
G. Morley.
served under General Arraijo in the
war with Mexico and took part in the
Taos uprising. He served tinder
(Continuea on Page Eight.)
General Canby as scout and was tak-- '
AfVD
en captive by the Confederates
at
Your kidney trouble may be of long
Glorieta. In the war with the Apaches standing, it may be either acute or
RATON
he was captured by Geronimo
and chronic, but whatever it is Foley's
YANKEE'
kept a captive three years. Dr. E. L. Remedy willt aid you to get rid of it
Hobson died yesterday of tuberculos-- ' quickly and restore your
CERRILLOS
natural
is at Albuquerque. His wife and two health and vigor. "One bottle of
survice him. His remains iey's Kidney Remdey made me well,"
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
were shipped to his former home at saia J. Sibbull, of Grand View, Wis.
oawea Wood aiid Kindling.
Wichita, Kansas. J. D. Mclntyre, a Commence taking it now. The Capital
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T. & S. F. liepot.
contractor, died of typhoid fever at pharmacy
Aiuuquerque.
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Printing com$100 REWARD. $100.
pany has prepared civil and criminal
The readers of this paper will be dockets especially for the use of
to learn that there is at least tices of the peace. They are especial-ondreaded disease that science has ly ruled, with printed headings, in
been able to cure in all its stages, either Spanish or English, made of
As a Protection for yourself deniaud anAbstract-P- o
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh good record paper, strongly and
you know whether
you have an absolute!. title to! the pioperty which vcu Inov, ,ow n?
is the only positive cure now ably bound, with leather back and
known to the medical fraternity. Ca- covers and canvas sides, hall run
tarrh being a constitutional disease, Index in front and the fees of justices
WE SJIHTi FE ABSIVJIGT
requires a constitutional treatment. of the peace and constables pointed
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- in full on the first page. The pages
inches. These books are
Catron Block
ally, acting directly upon the blood are 10
Santa Fe, N,M
Tel Black 76
and mucous surfaces of the system,! made up in civil and criminal dockets,
32
with
or
of
foundation
the
of
each,
pages
thereby destroying
separate
the disease, and giving the patient both civil and criminal bound in one
strength by building up the constitu- book, 80 pages civil and 320 pagaf
tion and assisting nature in doing its criminal. To inloduce them they are
DIAMONDS
WjVTCHES H
work. The proprietors have so much offered at the following prices
b Qm
$2.75
faith in its curative powers that they Civil or Criminal
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I case that it fails to cure.
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a
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Send for
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fm by Up,- - $
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Date Methods
Service
Right
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
combination docket, they will Be sent
Toledo, O. by mail or prepaid express1. Cash in
order. State
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
full must accompany
345 San Francisco St.
SUJTA F
M.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted.
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Send for prices for tanning and lining'
furs and hides for rugs aDd robes

Highest prices paid lor raw furs of all kinds
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GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
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IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER
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EVERY DESCRIPTION
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TAX1DOTIST TANNER

Don't Delay
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1
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a good
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PHONE
BLACK

In

Incorporated 1903

Buy Now While we have

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

S.

sent forth

Established 1856.

CLEAR LIQUID PREPARATION
FOR EXTERNAL USE.
The Capital Pharmacy drug store is
so confident that ZEMO will rid the
skin or scalp of infant or grown perdandruff,
son of pimples, blackheads,
eczema, prickly heat, rashes, hives,
poison or any other form of skin
or scalp eruption, that they will give
your money back if you are not entirely satisfied with the results obtained
from the use of ZEMO.
The first application will give
prompt relief and show an improvement and in every instance where
used persistently, will destroy the
germ life, leaving the skin in a clean,
healthy condition.
Let us show you proor of some remarkable cures made by Zeino and
gi ve you a 32 page booklet now to preserve the skin. The Capita: Pharma
cy Drug store.
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Lord!
His word was our arrow, his breath
was our sword
Who shall return to tell Egypt the
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CALL
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SKIN AND SCALP TROUBLES
YIELD TO ZEMO.

Praise to the Conqueror, praise to tne

Grocery Co.

inter
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MIRIAM'S SONG.
And Miriam, the prohetPss, the sister of Aaron, took a timbrel in her
hand and all the women went out after her with timbrels and with dances.
Exodus XV 20.
Sound the loud Timbrel o"er Egypt's
dark sea!
Jehovah has triumphed his people
are free.
Sing for the pride of the tyrant Is
broken,
his
His chariots,
horsemeu, all
splendid and brave
How vain was his boast, for the Lord
hath but spoken
And chariots, and horsemeu are sunk
in the wave.
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DONE.

WHOLESALE
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Screened
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Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Fi Id Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

I

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
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International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

i
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Gram, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
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CORRICK'S HACK LINE JSg11&R.Kk
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Popular prices

Buggies and Saddle Horses
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MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

a 11
A
P J" It is to vour advantaqe to trade here. We make
V
1 01 IUUI UWll UUUU the claim that we sell better goods than any one
else, for we offer you the best grades in all our lines that is possible to produce
1 9
here for satistr"?!
. . Phone Trade
Phone "J?
"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
2i3 faction others get.
OOE S irn&ITUI&IUy
"OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
213
Likes'

I and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT.

-

'The Store Everybody

'

9, 1910.
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THIS IS CERTAIN

GARFIELD

states rights is dragged out to fright
en the public. There is no real conflict between nation and states in
dealing with the public lands and
the use of natural resources.
Each
urisdiction has great interests to
duties to perform for
safeguard,
the common good and wherever tho
jurisdictions overlap, neither should
withdraw, but by
pro
vide for such regulation as will prevent private and special interests
from escaping effective public regula
tion and supervision.

M.
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G1FF0RD PINCHOT

The Proof That Santa Fe Readers
New Mexico Military Institute
Cannot Deny.
What could furnish stronger eviROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
i ini in i
i n ii m
3
"The West Point of the Southwest."
dence of the efficiency of any remedy
V
ik-I
I
I
HU
than the test of time? Thousands of
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
people testify that Doan's Kidney
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLAcH
Pills cure permanently.
n
Two Reasons Why Federal
"A."
People Believe in Conserva
Home endorsement should prove unM
Through Academic course, preparing young
Government
Is
!
Deeply
doubtedly the merit of this remedy,
tion Is Assertion of the
i
men for college or for business life. Great
"ifearf ago your friends and neighbors
Concerned
9 amount of open air work. Healthiest location
Speaker
testified to the relief they had derived
of any Military School In tbe Union. Located
Pills.
Doan's
of
use
Kidney
from the
on the beautiful Pecos
testimonials.
Val!ey tbe garden
They now confirm their
PQWERSQFCQNGRESSDEFINED
AFRAID OF SPECIAL INTERESTS
of the West 1.1 aD e'evatlon of 1,700
spoi
They say time has completed the test.
transfer to the several stales all pub
feet above sea level, s uishlne everv day, bi t
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
lie lands adapted to use for reservoir
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. M says: "In Executive
Custodian of Publ ic or dam sites is absolutely wrong. I: Every Stream Shouid Be Useful
Eleven Oflicers and Instructors, all graduis not an infringement of the rights o:'
Property Says
for Every Possible
ates from atardard eastern colleges. Ten
Kidney Pills and used them for backthe states for the nation to keep ami
ache which had been a source of much
Pui pose.
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
provide for the use or such lands, bu
annoyance. In the morning when I
ed and modern tp all respects.
would be a flagrant violation of dut
so
was
back
and
arose my
lame
painSt. Paul, Minn., Sept. 9. "There are! if the nation gave away its
REGENTS E. A. Cahuon, President; W
t
1
iit. Paul, Minn., Sept. li "Like
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.
ful that I could hardly stoop. I knew two reasons wtiv thp frWrnl trnvorn. tnPoirnaiM thn ,uhli intiiroct..power
mmin-U,
Hamilton, Vice President: J. Phelps White,
n'- .rly every
great reform
that my trouble was due to disordered ment ,g direct,; an(J
conccrned the aggreSsion of the special interest lion first
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson .Secretary &cn W
C(,ly
i
of
passed
through
to
I
was
led
and
try
finally
kidneys
jn th practica, auPstion of conserva- - that are seeking to control and mo
A Flnlay
agitation and general approval. DurDoan's Kidney Pills, by the good re- - tjon
nopolize the water power of the coun ing this period, it met with little opFor partletilari Mil Illustrated
rmaiogue
ports I heard about them, lne con
"First, it is the most extensive try- position, for as yet it interfered with
Address
tents of one box drove away all my
no
and:
man's
"The retention of such lands hv the
landholder;
private profit. From the boCOL. JAS, W. WILLSON,
pains and I am happy to state that my
"Second: It has great duties to per nation does not mean any improper ginning of he world. Hie preaching
cure has been permanent."
Superintendent.
f
For sale bv all dealers. Price 50 form in the interest of all the people. retarding of needed development, but beenrighteousness in general terms has
mean
does
with
entire
be
contemplated
that
shall
equandevelopment
ihe value of the public domain
cents.
Co., Buffalo,!
men who rise In violent
New York, sole agents for the United cannot be measured by the acre; its encouraged under conditions that will imity by the
parvalue depends upon the character of yield a just and ample profit to the protest the moment their own
States.
ticular privilege, graft, or advantage
Remember the name Doan's and its use as well as of the resources it private interest undertaking it, and at
the same time yield fair compensation cinies practically into question. That'
contains or pursues.
take no other.
protest marks the second phase of the
"In the early period of our develop- - to the public, prevent extortion upon reform.
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the
term
of
and
consumer,
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ment, little attention was given to the
Notice For Publication.
"Within the last two years, conserv- thus prohibiting monopoly
the
phases of conservation, which we now and grant,
Department of the Interior,
leaving to the coming generations ation has passed out of the realm of
In those days,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. find
the chance to use this great natural an unimpeachable general
principle
August 15, 1910. there was land enough and to spare, resource water In
into that of a practical fighting at--j
accordance.
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our service. We have rigs of all kinds work and
guarantee tt all partons perfirst class tonsorial parlor
"3. In the development of our wa- for use at any time of day or night
clearly shown in public land matters. of the rights of a free people nave
fect satisfaction as well as contentwith law been
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the
of
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are
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our
and
when
the
and
strong
charges
preserved
ment with the low prices charged.
opens the way to fraud. Often tha arm of the V. S. supreme court was with the nation is essential for the
OUR NEW FITCH
most perfect paper proof of claim Invoked to declare certain parts there- general welfare.
Julias Maralter, Tailor
WILLIAMS 4 RISING
TREATMENT
violation of the
"As to our forests:
covers
of unconstitutional that great court
negis
"1.
All forests necessary for the 310 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Ret Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue
la crn a.r unload t.n onva nnf nulir law. The duty of the executive
was unable to so declare but finally
"B"ia Ul,
'Z held same to be all right. For several public welfare should be in the public
relieve, Diadruff, falling hair & leclea ana ine
such as the national forthe spirit as well as
other scalp irritations. We also Jeopardized otunless
years the state has enjoyed the pri- ownership,
the law is enforced-carrlaw in its most approv- ests already in existence, the proposed
election
a complete linn nf all the. tne letter
mary
Id ln recent years
and White Mountain naed form and the possibilities of fraud Appalachian
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tional forests, and the state forests
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land
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The
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"2.
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The
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i
the first duty in fores- land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
and the opponents of
land
of
the
laws,
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LAUNDRY
almost If not thoroughly cleaned, try of states and nation alike. The
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..
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torto Improve and even
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
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du - ,,- in
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why
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municating with Manager of the Rosand deliver on Thursdays and Fridays in the abstract theory of executive still very 'black," should or could Bay
maintenance and extension of forest
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
power. They objected to the new anything.
All work is guaranteed; yoir
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(Continued on Page Six.)
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Strictly Business" will henceforth
the motto of the Albuquerque Commercial Club, says the Albuquerque
Morning Journal today. In the same
columns, the Journal predicts a popu
lation of OO.ftOO for tho Duke City. Al
though Albuquerque is rapidly outSanta Fe, yet. if Santa Fe's
iiu-,,commercial organizations were
,
to merge and act on the motto
factional,
aside
Business,"
laying
ly
loliiical and personal nrejudices and
strife, there would be a show yet of
the capital reaching the .10.000 class
before the Metropolis does. "But that
sort of unity is hoping too ranch for
citizen
this ancient city," the live
will tearfuliv admit.
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The persistency
clings to
buquerque Tribune-Citizethe initiative and referendum fallacy
is explained by the fact that through
it the Democrats had hoped to disfran-onlchise the native people and Huts gain
political supremacy. When it puts
down two of the delegates to the con- stitutional convention from Santa Fe
county, and eight from Bernalillo as
Al-

n

A CONVENTION OF BIG MEN.
New Mexie
Santa Fe,
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initiative and referendum has no more Met Courts
representative government., mat
Probate Court and before the U. S
suinimicuunii i
it is in terms an assertion mat iegia-- ; uic
New
of
the
into
written
chance
being
One railroad conductor,
bitures cannot be depended upon, for, instruction.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
if niev could there would, of course, 'one lumber operator, one mine opera-- Mexico constitution than has state- Offices.
wide prohibition or woman's" suffrage. Las Cruces
New Mexico
be no need for any direct legislation. tor, will be among the hundred
win admit that it is not gates while quite a number of dele- "
Win
ll
H'MliHUji
anvwhere contemplated in the nation-- j gates follow two or more avocations.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
The death of Solicitor General
al ponstitution nor can it find any Probably, the youngest man will be:
B. Renehan
E. P. Davfet
which occurred
- editor
today, will i.
Mabry, of Clovis, and the oldest, Bowers
place in a Republican form of governAttorneys-at-Lais
of
Wli-i-iAment. The man, every man, who
VAUGHN pROP,
Delegate Childers, also from Curry make it almost certain that one
1U
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,
ohnntmc fWtfco IvilttnHva W rlPPlH ill!- tt
a1rh.rl, Hnn T Tl flfltmn. u
Courts.
Law
irict
Land
and
Min.ng
E. S. Stover, Hon. H. B.
the reliability of the legisOne
COme fl0m thls c,rcu,t"
Office in Catron Block,
" WaS
lafure. is
saying that his neighbor for Fergson, and several others will
New Mexico
was
understood
Bowers
that
generally
to
down
cap-the
to
Cuisine and
whom he voted
go
crowd him hard for the age limit. The
Large Sample:
Table Service
Room for Comitai and represent him 'threw him other editor besides Manry will be W. to have one of the judgeships. His
G. W. PRICHARD
down! and went against his interests, B Walton of the Silver City Independ- - death removes from the American bar
Unex
mercial Travelers
And now, isn t this a strange thing Pnt who js also a lawyer, ana Nestor on of
Attorney and Consellor-at-Lat learned efficient and i
10 (to, my lniuauve ineim. juu
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Practice in all the District CourU
WASHINGTON AVENUE
Quite a!
Montova, of Albuquerque.
I,owerful mlnds- - He was Prsonally and
think it nrnre important to shove this
of n(,,(J!r;ltpt! reCeived th-i- r
gives special attention to cases
ism' into your proposed constitution early education at St. Michaels' Col-- . Known to quite a nunioer ot menmers before the Territorial Supreme Court
and run the plain risk, indeed, invite lege and most of them are well known of the New Mexico bar who were with- Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
the certainty that you will lose every- in Santa Fe, either in a business way out exception, its seems,
AMERICAN AND
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EUROPEAN PLAN
thing, than to proceed along sane or having served in the legislature or j
o
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and
Qf
WILLIAM
McKEAN
senge
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of
constitution
lines and follow the
as territorial or
teaerai ontciais. i
Attorney-at-Lathe United States, which says that Taken all in all, the convention will tne grasp oi legal principles possessMining and Land Law.
'the congress shall guarantee to ev- bo composed of big men.
ed by the deceased.
Taos
New Mexico
ery state a Republican form of government." I say, isn't it strange, don't
The effrontery of the Albuquerque
Mississippi methods do not go in
C. W. G. WARD
you think, that is when you take time Tribune-Citizeis colossal. After the
to think, if ever you do, that you voters by more than 5,000 majority New Mexico. They would mean the
Territorial District Attorney
should find yourself, after a severe in- have turned down the
Fo. San Miguel and Mora Counties
visionary form disfranchisement of the
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trospection, so much more patriotic of the initiative and referendum, it
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people.
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one,
guarevery
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Mexico.
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NOBANK ACCOimT?.

II 200 TEARS AGO one of your
at 5 per cent compound Interest and
each dollar bill were a link In a chain,
York to San Francisco .
Money grows In our bank If you

fi

ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
you had that $200 and the Interest,
that chain would reach from New
.

will let it.
Make OUR Bank TOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK
INSURANCE

t

TRUST CO.

&

SURETY BONDS

Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Adams of Memphis,
Tenn., are sightseers registered at the
Palace hotel.
E. E. Meier, the engineer in charge
of the Arroyo Hondo project, came to
the city yesterday.
Attorney A..B. Renehan left this
morning for Estancia on business. He
will return tonight.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
has returned to the capital from Clayton, where he went to vote.
"E. E. Van Horn, cattle sanitary
inspector, of Santa Fe, was in town
Tuesday inspecting an immigrant car."
Willard Record.
Superintendent of Public Instruc-- '
tion .1. E. Clark returned yesterday
from a trip to Hillsboro, Las Cruces,
j El
Paso and Dona Ana.
t
A post card was been received from
William Gordon (Percy) Palmer, who
has arrived at Fowler, Colo., where he
has accepted a position as druggist,
Coal Oil Inspector Malaquias Mar-- :
tinez, who has just tteen elected a
member of the constitutional conven-- l
tion, arrived last evening from Taos.
Formef Superintendent of PuUfie
Instruction Hiram Hadley of Las
Cruces, who lived in Santa Fe for sev-- ;
era! years, has left, on a visit to his
old home in Indiana, where he taught
school sixty years ago. Mr. Hadley
has been very successful recently in
El Paso real estate ventures and sold
a property bought a few years ago
for $8,000. for $41,000 the other day.

this firm to demoralize QUALITY for
price, we have always, held the QUAUTY of our goods up to the highest
standards of perfection. Our prices
are based on the SURPRASSING
QUALITY of our goodsand are as low
as GOOD QUALITY will permit.
At the present time when
the price of linseed oil is so
abnormally high, it is the
policy of some houses to
slight the quality of their
paint, and adulterate them
in order to hold to a lower
price. WE DO NOT DO
THIS. Our Paints have the
same standard of QUALITY
that has won them their
everlasting reputation.

i

WE HAVE .SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IK BOTH
IMPROVED AND 'UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

'Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.

O.

C- -

our attractive list before buying.

SaDta Fe, New Mexico
For fr.Hraitlcnlars cailon or
add. esthe above company

St.

Perl Kn
Ehnna
lilUUC. f.lu V. 4SQ
100

Special Sale of Wilton Velvet Rugs
AXMINSTER RUGS, ALSO ACM-PILLOW
MATTRESSES THAT BRING
OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES.
ALSO
SOUND-SLUMBE-

IN STOCK

A LOT OP HAND PAINTED

AT

DISHES

BRGAIN PRICES

.

subscribed, and the fair committee of
which Dr. S. D. Swopo is chairman,
is pushing the preparations for the
fair as rapidly as possible.

New York, Sept.

9.

The admission

w

from Orange county.

There
Denting. X. M., Sept.
have been two changes in the teaching corps of the Deming schools since
September 1. Miss Annie Nichols has
resigned and her place will be filled
at the next meeting of the board. Miss
Gertrude Webb resigned her position
as kindergarten teacher and her place
has been filled by Miss Gertrude
Klotz.
Joe Hitchens, president of uhe
9.

Furniture Co.

r

EXPERT. EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

T

CO.

GENTLEMEN!

THE DISCRIMINATING LADIES OF CITY
HAVE LONG SINCE LEARNED TO COME TO J5
FOR NEW SNAPPY SHOES, FOR A WHILE, WE
WANT TO DIRECT OUR ATTENTION To THE

MEN,
WE CAN SATISFY YOU AS WELL

AS

THE

LADIES.
NEW LINE OF EVERYDAY SHoE.5 JUST RECEIVED.
NoBETTER VALUES To BE HAD ANYWHERE

PRICES TO SELL IN A HURRY AT

13-4&-

$2.50

AND

$2.25,

$3,00.

6

SPLENDID VALUES IN OLD MEN.S SOFT AND
CHEAP AT $5.00,
COMFORTABLE SHOES.
OUR PRICE $4.00,
BEST GRADE HEAVY SHOES, FOR MOUNTAIN CLIMBING OR HUNTING, NEVER WEAR
OUT. $4.00.

1061-8&1--

35

ATTENTION

REPORT

MARKET

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Sept. 9. Call money
Prime paper
per
cent; Mexican dollars 44; Amalgam97
Atchison
New
ated C3
York Central 100
Reading 138
Southern Pacific 112; Union Pacific
Steel 88; pfd. 116.
Cook's Peak Mining Company, is in 165
New
York,
Sept: 9 Lead dull 440
Mr.
Hitchens is working
town today.
540; Copper easy standard spot
on the Copper Glance group of claims
12.12
Oct.
has encountered some very valuable
ore in paying quantities. The ore in Silver 53
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIBS
bis new find assays twelve dollars in
Chicago, 111., Sept. 9 Wheat Dec.
gold, 2S4 ounces of silver, and sixteen lilOCa
186
May
per cent copper. The shaft that he
Corn- - -- Dec. 561-May 59
is sinking on this property to water
0i
level is paying its way as he goes
Oats Dec. 35; May 37
(ft 38.
down. The slock in this company has
Oct. 20.271-2- ;
Pork
Jan. 18.72
risen fifteen cents per share owing
Lard Oct. 12.321-2- ; Jan. 10.771-2- .
to the more promising outlook of the
Ribs Oct. 11.77
Jan. 9.82

Room For Improvement

r.

PER-FEC-

THI--

MORE GRAFT ADMISSIONS
IN EMPIRE STATE.

that at least part of tho money generously placed to his credit by the
president of the New York State
TWO OF DEMING'S
SCHOOL TEACHERS RESIGN. Street Railway Association had been
used to insure legislation at Albany,
"lair"
to the traction interests of the
in
Made
Valuable
Ore
CopStrike of
state, was made on the stand today by
ftrnunf of f.lnims
1 r ftlanr
Bebell former assemblyman
at Cook's Peak.
r--

I

Akers-Wagne-

DURABILITY, and
ECONOMY.

j

WATSON & COMPAMY

119 San Francisco

SEWALL'S READY MIX-E- f
HOUSE PAINTS, and
SUNSHINE FINISHES are,
superior to all for LASTING

SANTA PE HARDWABE & SUPPLY

'

See

QUAUTY.

It has never been the selling policy of

'

REAL ESTATE

9

UAUTY.

S. F. Roberts of Estancia, is a visitor in the city.
John Doyle of London, is registered
at Gregg's hotel.
C. M. Farnham of Madrid, is a sight
seer in the city.
S. H. Turner of Bisbee, Arizona, is
here on business.
M. L. Lange of Colmor, Mora coun-- '
ty, is here on business.
G. W. Bond, a merchant of Trinidad,'
Colorado, is at the Palace.
Frank Cunningham, of ixs Angeles,
is registered at the Claire.
C. B. Stubliiefield, an oil salesman
of Las Vegas, is in the city.
Lee Heinhardt, a hat salesman of
St. Louis, is calling on the trade.
W. A. Martin, representing a mattress factory, is here from Pueblo.
J. P. MeXulty of Turquesa, 14 miles
south of Santa Fe, is in the city.
L. L. Harrod, who keeps attorneys
supp'ied with law books, is here from

,;

it
i
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SI.

8

THE MOST SKILLFUL
scarcely exists. ..where the room has
been built with our Lumber. Every
architect and builder gives us credit
for keeping the finest selection of
Lrmber in the neighborhood. It is all
good, well seasoned timber, too,' and
free from warpings and Imperfections.
Wo have it ready for instant use and
for every purpose, and the price3 are
satisfactory to all buyers.

Charles W. Dudrow

NURSE

4.

DAY

and

soles, most lasting and comfortable

property.
85.
or the most famous physician will
J. S. Smith lhas just completed the
be of no avail if the medicine ordered third irrigation well on his land south
is not exactly as it should be.
of Deming, and he has two 23 horse
power engines on the ground. Mr.
THE DRUGGIST
Smith has purchased one of the
MUST WORK
outfits
Rhea & Burney
more wells on his desin perfect harmony with the doctor and will sink
as he needs them. He is
and (he has an equal responsibility. ert claims
a section and a
We compound prescriptions with ab- reclaiming altogether
land.
of
half,
solute accuracy
and
faithfulness.
J. W. Shinn, of Bartlett, Texas, W.
Have yours put up here so as to be
N. McCttrdy, of Granger, Texas, and
absolutely sure they are right.
A. T. .Coffin, of Brownwood,
Texas,
FOR
Ygf&f
have been prospecting in the valley
OPPORTUNITY
for several days and have decided to
locate here. E. W. Todd a friend of
Mr. Coffin, is shipping a car of household goods from Brownwood, Texas,
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co. and will locate near the above men'
tioned gentlemen.
is
Great interest
being taken in the
I'h- Sew Mexrca.. Printing Corn- Luna county fair to be held in Demim MItU AW
IK WUI Ol
nv
on
has
's
hand a large supply of ing September 21st to 24th. The j I
Dads and tablets suitable for school business men of the town are respond- ".lid 25 Cents 10 t;ic Annual &uoscrlp
vorlt. the desk, and also tor lawyer
ilon Rate of the New Mexican Publl
ing liberally in the way of contributifl in"ichants: Kofvi
everywhere. Wc ing money and premiums. About five
cations, to Receive the Western
will sell them at 5 cents In book form. hundred
dollars has already been
Review.

shoes made

M
Mm

PHARMACY

MVOTCB

TO

come

dressy, neat and comfortable, worth
a five dollar note of any mans money
AT $4,25,

W.

S

TO WIN SEND & CO.

IN.

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V.HOYLK

Mkp,

PANSY

Hour Electric

CL&RErDON

POULTRY

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

DCVtLOMttTf

wn.mii''"""" W.i,iJ

1

at $4.50.

diamond special vicij kid, snappy,

g

THE CAPITAL

AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn t.t 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
TO

diamond special police shoes, cork

2

YARDS

ARK SELLING OVT!
FRESH LA ID EGOS every .tiny

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White A'yandottes. Chickens
are yarded 1n the orchard under the trees and fed oil clean wholesome food
Nochance of Tutierculosls germs nor Ptomaine poisoning
only.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
IMM

ill

n.iimiiiii.1

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We aue Ag CUES

for Electric Irons. Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs,

Santa Fe Water

AND

all

and See (T
them in KJZtSXtOTL

Light Company

MP

P4GE SIX.
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St, Louis Rocky Mt, &

from Page Three)

9, 1910.

Application for License.
sheet
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
Notice of Conveyance,
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
sheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Application for Marriage
License

A BOTANICAL

HAS HIS SAY.
(Continued

Pacific

5jS

M.

2

2

2

o

BLOOD REMEDY

2

timber lands, is absolutely necessary.
The protection of existing forNature in her wisdom and beneficence has
in her great vegetable
ests by wise use is the first step in kingdom, a cure for most of the ills and ailments provided,
of humanity. Work and study
forestrv. ReforpKlrntinn is tho epn. have perfected the compounding of these botanical medicines
and placed them t.
find
our disposal. We rely on them first because of their
sheet
ability in curing disease,
"4. Land bearing forests should be and next because we can use them with the confidence that such remedies do not
Certificate of Birth.
sheet.
Uixed annually on the
land value injure the sy3tem as do the strong mineral concoctions. Anions th mre hest. nf
Certificate of Death,
Iu effect March 1st 1910
(Read Down)
sheet.
(Kead Up)
tncs
hotanical
3.
S.
is
a
medicine
made entirely of roots, herbs
S.,
preparations
alone, and the timber crop should be and
Butchers' Shipping
21
f
19
Notices,
Miles
STATION'S
in
2
barks
such
2u
as
combination
to
z
make
it the greatest of all blood purifiers Bheet.
taxed when it is cut, so that private and
safest of all tonics. It does not contain the least particle of harmf-.0
77777:
i. I 'S
l)es Moines. N..M...Ar
L..
5 00
be
encouraged.
w
mineral to injuriously affect any of the delicate parts of the system. S. S. S.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad.
::: forestry may
f 4 is
t'apuiin
20
"5.
The private ownership of for- cures Rheumatism,
f 4 05
VtKil
Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Malaria, Skin Diseases,
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Catarrh,
f 3 45
est land is a public trust, and the Contagious Blood Poison, or any blood affection or disease even
Cost Bond,
sheet.
down
( 3 25
reaching
Cunningham.
;;;
1
U5
people have both the right and the ana cleansing the circulation of aU inherited blood troubles. As a tonic S. S. S.
255
AriionHougeN.M..Lv
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
0
...... Raton, N. M
'.".'777717
I ?"
ltloS"
duty lo regulate the use of such lands Is unequaled. It builds up the system in the proper way, by purifying the blooa
Arpialo"
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
-sheet
House, X. M..r.v!n37 ...J1
-- Jj
9 40
and
a
in
amount
sufficiont
the
of
supplying
interest.
and
nourishment
to
the body. If you
vigor
general
4 12
42
Letters of Administration, 2 sheet.
iLv. .Clifton House N' M.Ar 1137 .7.
T'7 777777
are suffering with any blood troublo, or are in any way
"As to lands:
4 30
in health, yon
48
11 20
SPreston
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
"1. Every acre of land should be could noi do better than take S. S. S. a purely botanical blood remedy. It cures
65
fclKoehterjunction j frr. jj jj
without ever leaving any unpleasant or injurious effects. It is
sheet.
safe
for
use
to
perfectly
make
most
whatever
will
put
it
2
77 77777j 7.7.. 177777
i..A
Koehipr
young or old. Book on the blood free to all who write.
.."loti
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
useful to all the people.
B8
50
TOoifax.....'.
777777
i6To .77. '
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
76
6 08
sheet.
"2. The fundamental object of our
.!'.'.".'
9 42
(Vrrososo
11
6 35
82
Ar
9 25
I.v
Cimarron
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
82
""" land policy should be the making and
."
22
Lv
Cimarron
Ar 8 55
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
" ?f
Nash
sheet.
47
maintenance of permanent prosperf,8 37
88
THE FORUM
BLANKS
Harlan
7 if
f
9 ous homes.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
Land monopoly and ex94
Ar
Ute Park, N, M...Lv
.7.. .".
8 20
Lease,
sheet.
cessive holdings must not be toleratPrinted and foi sale by New Mexi-a(Continued From Page Three.)
Lease of Personal Property,
r.. .oc n. w. ny, lrin
in Dawson, N, M. ai6:15 p. m. ed.
arriving
tOonnects with K. P. & S, W. Ky. train No. 123 leaving Dawson N. M. at 9:55a. 111.
Printing Company, Santa Fe, N. sheet
':!. Settlement must be encouraged
for an Houten N. M, meets trains at Preston X. M.
sstae
Chattel Mortgage,
oy every legitimate means" on all land tics the damdest," but I can hardly be- Mci.
O. AS. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMolnes as
sheet.
HOUND:
SOUTHBOUND
that will support homes. Thus the lieve that Its author was ever in SanWarrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Mining Blanks.
N'o. 1. 4. 18 a. m.
No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
tillable land in public ownership ta Fe or knew of certain conditions
Power of Attorney.
Additional and Amended Location
No. 7.6 49 p.m.
sheet
No, 2. 11.11 p, m.
T. A. S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston with C, A S.
Track connection with
within and without the national for- and methods
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
Ry. at
Certificate,
Des Moines K P. S. W. Ky. at Colfax. N M. and Cimarron
sheet
employed here.
A Northwestern at
ests
should
simin
be
of
fee
sheet.
disposed
Clniairou, N..M. which Is depot or following station Oeate, Miami, Kavado
Agreement of Publisher, 4 sheet.
In the
New
and tted Lakes, N. M.
ple to actual homemakers, but not Mexican Wednesday issue of the
Proof of Labor.
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
lite Park. N. M. is depot forthe following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
these
words
in
the
appeared
to speculators.
Kaltly Klack Lakes. Cerni. KlizaliethtONvu. Lobo, tiuesta. Ranchos de Taos, Red
Notice of Mining Location,
Replevin Affidavit,
sheet.
sheet
column:
editorial
River City, lalpa, Taosand Twining.
see
"When
it
you
"4. The first and most needy thing
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Dally. fKlag. tDaily except Sunday
to do for our cultivated lands is to in the New Mexican, it is so." I desheet.
E J. DEDM AN,
Property,
sheet.
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
preserve their fertility by preventing sire to say here and now that when
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
you see it in the New Mexican and
Superintendent,
erosion.
Title
Commitment
sheet.
Bond
of
Ratun. N. M.
Mining
it
to
Property,
relates
N.
Raton,' N. f
M.
political questions and
"5.
The
Raton,
arid public
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet
lands should be administered by the those of the opposing party it is hard- sheet
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed.
government in the interest of the ly ever so.
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Lease.
sniaH stockmen and the home-makI have no anologies to make or ex
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
until they can pass directly into the cuses to offer for my political conduct
sheet.
sheet.
hands of actual settlers.
here or elsewhere and am more than
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Execution,
sheet.
"6. Rights to the surface of the anxious that the
should
"searchlight"
Summons,
sheet
Af
public land should be separated from be turned on all concerned if same is rower or an Attorney.
Certificate of Brand.
sheet.
rights to the forests upon it, and the to be thoroughly and impartially fidavit and CorroboratiLg
Sheep Contract
sheet.
minerals beneath it, and each should done. Isn't this fair? I have been and Affidavit,
sheet
Notice of Right to Water.
be held subject to separate disposal. am
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet
interested in clean governFrom Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee,
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
The timber and stone act s'hoiild be mentdeeply
Appeal Bond.
sheet
and have been taueht to regard
sheet.
repealed.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
sheet.
Douglas., and all Point in New
and believe that a public office was a Notice,
"As to our minerals:
Appearance Bond.
sheet.
sheet
trust rather than a private Affidavit of Assessment.
public
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Those still remaining in gov
Appearance Boni on Continuance,
Stock Blanks.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
ernment ownership should not be snap and should be administered for
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven- (J. P.).
sheet.
the people
of
the
all
good
general
sold, but should be leased upon terms
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Bond of Appearance,
dor's Recorded Brand,
(District
sheet.
a
instead
made
of
"political
being
favorable for Wieir development up to
sheet.
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks, Court),
house" for tne payment o
clearing
full
the
our
of
&
requirements
people.
40c per book.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Until legislation to this effect can be political debt, as is too often the case.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
Bill of Sale Animals not
sheet
NORMENT.
JAS.
W.
Bearing
enacted, temporary withdrawals of
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Complaint, Criminal
sheet
sheet
P. S. If for any reason you do not
land containing coal, oil, gas, and
Bill of Sale Range Delivers i a
phosphate irock, are required in or- care to do me the justice to publish
Hi
der to prevent speculation and mon- - the foreaoina: kindly return same and sheet.
Bill of
ono v.
I will seek other channels of publicity, i
,SaIe' 2 sheet
I
Authorlty to Gather, Drive and
N.
W.
J.
El
n
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
erai government, as well as that of
For Rites and full information fl.rirlrnsR
coraea Brand,
sheet.
tne states in their sphere, to provide,
9
Authority to Gather, Drive and
through investigation, legislation, and
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner"
regulation against loss of life and
1
1 waste
Recorded Brand,
?0. V JR. D A 9
of mineral resources in min
sheet.
To check early colds or firln trfth "PromnH"
Palace.
means sure defeat for Pneumonia. To stop a cold
Contrato de Partido,
ing.
pliego.
El Paso Texas.
with
Preventics is safer than to let It run and ba
Carlsand
Mrs.
E.
P.
Captain
Bujac,
Escritura de Renuncla,
"With regard to national efficiency;
obliRed to cure it afterwards. To be sure. Pre.
pliego.
rentus will cure even a deeply seated cold, but
Documento Garantizado,
"1.
The maintenance of national bad; A. Mennett, Sr., Las Vegas; Lee
pliego.
taken early at the sneeze stage they break, of
and state conservation
bend off these early colds. That's surely better.
muoieca ae Bienes Muebles,
commissions Reinhardt, St. Louis; M. L. Lange,
That s why they are called Preventics.
is necessary to ascertain and make Colmor; D. T. Bodanhausen, St. Louis; pliego.
Preventicsare little Candy Cold Cures. No QuinMrs
W.
G.
and
Mr.
Bond, Trinidad;
Documento de HiDoteca 1.2
ine, no physic, nothing sickening. Nice for th
public the facts as to our natural rechildren
and thoroughly safe too. If you feel
sources.
Documento
Such commissions
extens'a hilly.if you
supply J. Adams, Memphis; J. P. McNulty,
Garantizado,
sneeze, if yoo ache all over, think ol
Cerrillos.
the fundamental basis for
Preventics. Promptness may also save half your
forma entera, full sheet.
usual sickness. And don't forget your child, il
Claire.
between the nation and the
Certificado de Matrlmonio, 10c cada there is feverishness, nightorday. Herein
lies Preventics' greatest efficiency. Sold in
W. A. Martin, Pueblo; L. L. Har- - uno.
states for the development and proboxes tor the pocket, also in 25c boxes of 4C
tection of the foundation of our pros- rod, Denver; James Dalglish, Duran;
Preventics.
Insist on yocr druggists giving yon
Replevin Bond,
sheet.
perity.
j. (j. xayior, AiDuquerque; w. w.: Execution Forcible Entry and De
"2.
A national health service is Frost, Chicago; Frank Cunningham,
tainer,
sheet.
needed to act in
with Los Angeles; C. B. Stubblefield, Las
Subpoena,
sheet.
similar agencies within the states for Vegas; A. ureen, ban Francisco; w.
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
I 1
the purpose of lengthening life, de- F. Reed, Albuquerque; C. M. Farn-hmaCapias Complaint,
sheet
Madrid.
creasing suffering, and promoting a
Search Warrant,
sheet
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
vigor and efficiency of our people.
Greggs.
School
Blanks.
"In the effort to conserve our natuJohn Doyle, London; George WalkEnumeration Form,
ral resources, we recognize that com- er, El Paso; James Bailey, Chicago;
sheet
Teachers' Certificate,
binations against the public welfare F A. Watson. San Francisco: S. H.
sheet.
ROUND
contract
for School Teacher,
extending beyond state lines, can be Turner, Bisbee, Ariz.; H. Howell, sjjeet
met effectively only by agencies equal,
xuiarosa; a. A. Anderson, Alamosa,
ly capable of operating across such
Jeahers Term Register, full sheet
Coronado.
boundaries. It is clear that the control
b.etwteen Directors and Tea-anE. Quint- -'
S. F. Roberts, Estancia;
TO ALL POINTS VIA
of interstate commercial power is posEc,e
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, Taos;
n
sible only by the use of interstate
S.cho1
Director.
sheet
.
R. Ferguson,' Espanola; E. Markle,
federal power. We are opposed to H.
of
?f apportionment
Anne M.
01111 Ql
the extension of state jurisdiction at Oneonta; C. O. Hyer,.B.Hyer;
J
Stanley.
Dennlsson,
Boyd,
Hyer;
of real control by the
Fuel,
sheet
Mi the expense
Liberal Limits and Stopovers
Effective June 2nd. 1910
Teachers' Monthly
people over monopoly as in the 6ase
p
The Pure Food Law
of water power.
Distriot Clerks
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05
"While I do not believe
that the has not only brought the foods and Eneet
.
,
.state alone can tarry out the conserv- drugs of this country up to a higher.
0fH
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
ASBURY
PARK
$73.70
ation program in the face of inter- standard of purity, but It has elimi- Homestead Kntry 4S7 1 sneet
state attacks upon it, I do not fail to nated the harmful medicines with
BOSTON
Non.Mhlera,
Affidavit
$77.95
recognize the great and useful part which this country was flooded.
Bneet
which the states must play in this
Such medicines, however, as Lydla
CHICAGO
$50.35
0t WItness'
great movement for the permanent E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, fuJritTeStlmDy
Or Union Depot.
DETROIT
welfare of all our people. Also, I ap- purely a roots and herbs product, will
$60.35
prnn.
of
Claimant,
..
among , 003a. TMII Testimony
preciate that in much of the work continue it, beneficial work
HOT
chppt
SPRINGS
$44.60
ahead
between the women.
.
.
tw,q. tliiU n,uiry, declaration
of
states and the nation is an essential
KANSAS
CITY
Applicant,
full sheet.
$35.35
condition of success.
But when I
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xour complexion as well as your
temper is rendered miserable by a'
disordered liver. By taking Chamber-- ;
Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets you
can improve both.. Sold by all

Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and
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Constipation.
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& CO.
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thoroughly and clean
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pimples and blotches,
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HIS

Francesca's

LEARNING BY

!

Busy Morning

EXPERIENCE

t

WANTED IT THEN

REASON.

Shis

lapse!

is MEMORY:

You see, I went south a couple of years
I had taken
n;;o and almost froze
a lot of thin things with me and all

!

ill

WANT
FOR RENThousekeeping.
WANTED

When she saw the girl in the doorway the girl kneeling before the fireplace exclaimed: "Why, Isabel! How-diyou get in?"
"I ran right in," exclaimed the newcomer, sinking into a chair, "because
I was sure I smelled something burn
ing. I supposed the house was on
fire. The maid was scrubbing the
front steps and she must have thought
me crazy.
What on earth are you
building a fire for on a hot day like

Francesca is an Amemcau child,
"Usually there is no real pleasure in
with the face of a blonde Dutch cher- going away" sighed Miss Wiggins.
ub, the vivacity of a French Infant "The clothes problem is so great it offana an Italian front name. All this sets the pleasure."
is hard to live up to when one is but
"You ought not to complain," said
year3 old. On one her friend. "You always have pretty
found
particular morning Francesca
(things."
life especially trying
"It isn't that," said Miss Wiggins.
She had started out after breakiast "It is that I always have the wrong
with a properly smiling' morning coun- things. It has happened so many
tenance and a perfectly clean pink times that I am clean discouraged.
frock. When she ran gleefully into
the room where her mother was, that
young matron regarded her offspring
wfeh an abstracted eye. ller thoughts
were on her trunk, which she as in
the act of packing.
"R'U right out of here!" commanded
Francesca's mother. "And stay out
till 1 finish! You'll mi everything

PAGE SEVEN.
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rooms

cook, apply

H. Dorman, College
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Garcia
Mrs. H.

street.

modern
FOR RENT Six Toom
brick cottage. Apply O. C. Watson &
Co.

'
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this?"

FOR RENT Two rooms furnished
212
for light housekeeping.
FOR RENT Three rooms furnished for housekeeping.
Inquire 406 San
Francisco street.

The girl at the fireplace threw a
handful of letters on the little flame
"I want a tablet of soap, if ye plaze,
the while I was there the temperature
which she had kindled. "Oh, this isn't
never went above 50. I had to stay
a
a fire," she said. "It's
funeral."
"Scented or unscented."
'particulars address T. D. Burns,
in the house with my coat on while I
"So that's it!" laughed Isabel. "Well,
ye kindly, sor, but I'll take ra Amarilla, N. M.
waited for the clothes I had telewho is the man?
And, Edith, why it wid me."
graphed for.
couldn't you have told me of your en
SITUATION, by Oct. 1, by thorough-jl"It was satisractory when you went
"Do you play golf for your nerves or gagement in some other manner than
competent male
all up!"
south this year, I'm sure," said the
EDUCATION.
this letting me run into the house
for general exercise?"
j strictly
healthy; highest references.
Francesca slid out of the room and friend.
"I play for practical purposes. I find as though I were a thief or a maniac,
IR. Li. Sharp, 15"G Emerson, Denver.
"I took all my heavy things this
then beamed. Across the hall Interof
ot
Just because you are having one
it is necessary to spend most
esting things semed to be in progress year," replied Miss Wiggins. "They had that
order to find those bonfires which we always have
in her aunt's room.
been having cold days, hut as soon as my time on the links in
TYPEWRITERS
on such occasions?"
"Francesca!" was her greeting. "Get I arrived the temperature rose to sumCleaned,
on
"You're
the
first
business.
adjusted and repaired. New
giiPss."
wrong
up you're light in the middle of that mer heat and I melted. There was no
said Edith as she threw the last letter
ulatenta furnished. Ribbons and supuse telegraphing home, for there wasn't
etuff and mussing it dreadfully!"
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
deLIKE. on the fire and turned to face her
Francesca
a thing left here that was worth look- DN
"Watchudoin'?"
SKIRMISH
THE
"
to tell you
a
mind
half
caller.
"I've
rented. Standard makes handled.
and
manded
ing at. I had to invest in ready-madis an in"for
it
about
work and ypewriters guarAll
she
mused,
it,"
repair
I
drew
"Covering a box couch can't you dresses at winter resort prices.
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exteresting story. If you'll promise
Bee?" inquired her exasperated aunt. ahead on my allowance so far that
never to
change. Phone Black 231.
"Get up and run away don't come in I've got to economize all summer."
"1 promise."
"You have those things now to take
here till I finish. It's all tacks and
"Well, then, Isabel, do you remem
NOTICE.
with you this summer," said her
scissors and hammers and things!"
ber
anything about Jack Wheeler and
me
, Get a Business Education,
the friend .consolingly.
"I want the hammor! Give
"That must be
me?"
If you desire to equip yourself for
hammer!" cried Fraucefca delight- a relief."
"What kind of memory do you think
BUSINESS WORLD, spend a year
the
'They'll be
by the
edly.
I have?" laughed Isabel. "Do I remem
in the COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT
She felt herself propelled upward end of the season," complained Miss
ber! Have I recovered yet from the
'
of the State Holiness University, La- and outward. Then she landed in the Wiggins. "Besides, I don't know what
nervous strain of trying to console
I
could
she
before
Jean
a
am
to.
sort
of
Lande, New Mexico. We hare a strong
place
going
cottage living loom
Jack when you finally made him un
course and several teachers. In one
?
gasp for breath. Being there she de- said it is a bungalow, but that doesn't
derstand that you wouldn't marry him?
cided not to howl alter all, especially tell me anything.
year, bright boys and girls should pre
And didn't I absolutely refuse to be
He Do you think you could learn
"Two summers ago I was invited up
as something on the writing table atpare for Bookkeeping and Stenograph
to some to love me?
was
lieve
he
that
engaged
to Mrs. Dwyer's to camp in the north
tracted here eyes.
ic work, and be able to receive a sal
were
cards
one
the
until
had
I
if
I
could
wedding
else,
She
think
you
callea her mother "You woods," went on Miss Wiggins. "That
ary from 50 up. The Commercial Deof
course,
two
out?
It's
years ago,
money enough to spend to educate
was the way she put it in her note.
are so still what are you doing?"
in this Institution will open
partment
in
with
love
but he was so madly
you me.
;She said it was a most informal place,
"Nuitin," said Franceses.
REASONABLE
20th.
September
Her aunt pered out. ovei Francesca's where they did as they pleased. So I
RATES. For further information adafternoon,"
"It
happened
yesterday
"Dear me!" she said. "If took a lot of old ciothes, and a walkshoulder.
A
GOOD MATCH.
dress or come to see
said Edith, interrupting the remarks
ehe isn't sitting in the morris chair ing skirt and was content until I saw
WM. J. BEESON. President.
in
at
of
"I
her
friend.
Amy's
dropped
The camp was the swell- with her hands folded like an injured the others.
and who should be there but Jack's
of
a
kind
and
ist
bungalow
everybody
angel!
wife! It was positively her first ap- - '
"Injured angel nothing: ' said her wore evening dress at dinner, while I
HttTEBUL SOCIETIES.
pearance in Chicago. It seems that
mother a few seconds later. She knew appeared every day in a shirt waist.
her mother and Amy's mother were
But I stuck it out."
IFranesca's silences were full of
or something like
little
MASONIC.
"Where were you laet summer?
ince pnd had come to investigate.
"Why, you haven't a new styu that. girls together,
Anyway, there she was. Amy
hat?"
"She has your red leather bridge set Didn't you like it there?"
spring
as
or
to
wanted
if
she
as
acted
laugh,
Montezuma Lodge No
a;ss Wiggins laughed. "My ill
and lias bent up all the cards! Fran"No, thank you; people are so apt
luck followed me there," she said. "I to think one is trying to cover up a if she were waiting for something
cesca!"
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
very dramatic to happen. Jack's wife,
ular communication!
"Put her outdoors to pia,'' suggest- knew Alilce always had everything as homely face."
however, seemed unconscious that I
first Mondiy of eaci
ed her aunt. "It's a lovely day. She perfect as it could possibly be, so I
in
was
particular."
anybody
month a ."iasonic h..
can't do more than uproot a few trees took particular pains with everything I
WAITER.
ANOTHER
"What is she like?" asked Isabel.
or knock out the foundations of the had. I was to he a week with her and
at 7.30 ,.. m.
said
a
nice
little
"She's
thing,"
I arrived with a suitcase in which were
H. H. i ORMAN,
house!"
Edith with the manner of one de"I don't know," said hei mother. a shirt waist and a white wool skirt.
Acting Mastet
termined to be just. "But she isn't
"Those rainy days she made life a These I put right on and I wasn't a bit
'.LAN K. McCORD. Secretary.
Jack
think
would
of
kind
the
you
girl
exhorror by her teasing to go out and careful about keeping them clean,
would admire."
play, but she's so contrary. Frances- pecting my trunk to arrive to help me
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
said Isabel, as she bent
take
to
out.
want
was
There
a
dance
second
the
don't
you
ca, darling,
H. A. M.
Regular con
her
shoe,
to
fasten
down, ostensibly
st'iw'
second
your hall and little rod wagon and evening, but my trunk hadn't come, so
vocation
Monday of
but really to hide a smile.
go out into the yard awhile In the I had to wear the same skirt and
each month at Masonic
of girl you
kind
the
isn't
she
"No,
The
a
was
waist.
nice sunshine?"
day after there
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
would think Jack would like. But
"Do you think these soft hats suit
at the end of which my costume
"No," said Francesca. ueterminedly.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
pretand
rather
well
bred
is
she
very
me. my dear?"
I sent the
"Aunty'll give you the kitchen spoon was too soiled to consider.
til-SELIGMAN,
We
talked
Secretary.
a
in
demure
could
way.
.in
ty
quiet,
skin to the cleaner and the waist to
"Why, yes, darling; nothing
to dig with," came from the
about the things that every one al match your head better.
a laundry while I sat around in a kiSanta Fe Commaudeiy No.
ways talks about. Then in some way
mono in my room or wore my travel
"No," said Francesca.
1. K. T.
names.
to
Regular conclave
turned
the
conversation
was
which
Is
diplo- ing dress,
"Wnat that child neetts
insufferably
RUDE BOY.
each
in
fourth
con
Monday
the
about
remark
stock
made
my
warm.
macy," said her aunt. "We won't let
Hall m
at
Masonic
month
odd
as
name
a
of
veniences
having
"That trunk never came until I
Francesca go out of doors, will we,
i:'i0 p. m.
as mine. Jack's wife then made her
mother? She has to stay ir. the house reached Anita's, where it wasn't needC.- -' '
"j. A. 'MAisSiiii,
Waiter Yes, air, I have been wait longest speech.
ed. Anita was crazy over fishing, and
all this nice day "
and
man
"
V.
IS.
as
boy
Recorder.
was
restaurant
this
name
in
GRIFFIN,
Smith,'
You know my
"I wanna go outdoors!" wailed Fran- 1 ruined two walking skirts, but did ing
she said, 'and for that reason any
not put on a single summer gown or for ten years.
cesca.
and
Great
Scott,
Santa Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. 1
name of more than two syllables al
Impatient Guest
"There!" said her aunt five min- evening, dress till I got to New York."
too?
"ham
me.
order
And
and,"
to
did
Ancient and Accepted
i.4th
you
seems
you
degree.
strange
ways
was
"How
it in New York?"
utes later when they had bundled her
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
know your name is enough to surprise
out with her toys. "If you'd handle
"Worse," said Miss Wiggins, dolem the third Monday of each month
nearly any one on the first hearing."
"FIRST AID."
her the right way you could do any- fully. 'It rained every single minute
Then she said
I agreed with her.
7:30 o'clock in the evening in
it
alher."
and
of
was
mine
with
hat
that
lovely
thing
.viasonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
'I've had a lurking fear that I didn't
later Francetca's most ruined."
A lew minutes
spell it right on the announcement
'isiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
'Not the one with the pansies on?"
mother, who had glanced out of the
cards You see, Jack didn t write his
llally invited to attend.
"The same," said Miss Wiggins.
window, flew into the yaiil and bore
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
list out for me, but simply told me
"Then when I got up into the White
her child indoors.
Venerable Mastei
the names."
"It's terribly easy to manage her!" mountains I hadn't a thing worth
i ENRY F. STEPHENS.
32.
She seemed so earnest about it
"This looking at except
a tew
summer
she remarked sarcastically.
that I assured her the name was
Secretary.
child's pulled up three
geraniums, dresses.
By that time it was colder
of
As a matter
spelled correctly.
dug than Greenland and I came home two
broken most of the ferns and
B. P. O. E.
fact, it was. Then I laughed and said
holes clown the path with her spoon weeks earlier than I had planned in orKAF
it was my first name, which certainly
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. R,
der to get warm and to be where I
and all in ten minutes!"
is common enough, that had been her
"I only hope she applies the same didn't care what I had on. My whole
Mr. Tootle Do you want to be nolds its regular session on the seo
of each
undoing she had changed my name sick?
Jtid and fourth Wednesday
energy to getting on in the world cummer, like all my jaunts at any seato Edna.
when she grows up!" wailed Frances-ca'- s son, was spoiled by constant thinking
The Nut No; but I will be unless month. Visiting brothers are Invited
she
Well, what do you suppose
A. J. FISCHER,
aunt. "Francesca, sit ir; that chair about clothes."
and welcome.
you take your face away.
J
U. SENA,
replied? 'That is a joke on Jack, she
Exalted Ruler.
and don't you dare budge! I'm going
"What are you going to do this
said, 'for I asked him what your first
to keep an eye on you."
Secretary.
year?" asked her friend. "Something
NO SUCH LUCK FOR HIM.
name was and he said it was either
"Where is it?" inquired Francesca, desperate?"
Edna or Edith, he couldn't remember
It's
Scott!
and
Mr.
Mouse
was
Great
She
up
searching
two
said
Miss
presently.
"I'm taking
Knights of Pythias.
trunks,"
Then he thought a minute and
down her pinafore.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights oi
"in one a:n carrying all mighty lucky I was so near thai which.
Wiggins,
"
of mj said it was Edna.'
"What?"
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and Sd
furs, cracker howl when the wheel
' Cu my heavy clothes, including my
"She must be a little cat," declared
"Your eye," said Francesca.
for I'm found I will not sit with a red auto busted.
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in 1.
Ts 3.1)61
I have sumpin' to eat?"
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitnose and blue lips anwwhere to please
"I wonder," said Edith. "Still, she
"Yes!" said her aunt. "Run out into anybody.
In there, too, I've put my
NERVE.
ing Knight's invited to attend.
teemed so unconscious and so demure
I
the pantry and lift the cover from the
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
use
when
to
things
The
1
it.
believe
can
hardly
that
rOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S
big tin breadbox on the floor and take go with the picnic and fishing crowds.
did
say
ITFKJH
chances are that Jack really
a slice of bread. There's butter on In the other are my thinnest and pret- r SJTn lt.'HI
that to her"
the top slice, which wis luft rom the tiest summer clothes and evening
I'm- ivtexrca
New
Printing Com-ian"Well, where do the letters come
other time you were hungry this
nn
hand
a
has
dresses, with all the necessary extra;;.
large supply of
in?" demanded Isabel.
In my suitcame I am taking a fan, a
oads and tablets suitable for icbool
haven't
said
"Oh."
Edith,
"they
Francesca pattered away. Present- muffler, a fancy shirt, a good waist, a
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
much to do with it. You see, the way
ly they both went to iook for her. On
dress, two shirt waists, a
Wc
md merchants: good everywhere.
she said it was so perfect that I
the floor sat Francesca, both hands folding umbrella, cold cream for sunwill sell them at R cents In bonk form.
came away telling myself that it must
cake, stuffing it burn and two boxes of medicine for
full qf chocolate-iceall be a mistake about Jack's having
away as one famished. Much of the colds."
been fond of me; that time had exag
her countenance
chocolate smjared
"You are prepared for the worst?"
She I see there's a man in France
of that
gerated to me the importance
and her dress.
the
best
time
have
to
am
"I
1
I went down who has murdered three of his wives
going
to
can
your
"Excuse
this
me,
So
morning
speak
affair.
""I
"Oh!" cried her mother.
forgot I ever had," averred Miss Wiggins. "I
I'l like to see the mat
to the storeroom and hunted around in succession.
that I put the cake in the breadbox. Intend to be ready to go in for any typewriter a moment?"
me!
murder
would
who
I
knew
that
old
letters
"You
she's
cannot;
engaged."
for a box of
And I thought she could wear that sort of sport or to go out in any kind
He So would I, my dear.
all right; I'm the fello' was there. I hadn t tnougnt anoui
"That's
ail
others
her
and
on
train
the
dress
I'm not going to borrow she's engaged to."
of weather.
them for months and why I didn't de
are packed! Francesca!"
so munch as a pin from my hostess,
WAS HE RIGHT.
'child.
stroy them long ago I don t know.
"I wanna drink!" said her
and I'm going to make a tremendous
"I've, spent hours reading thera
"You wanna spanking!' said he. impression on everybody, because I
EXPRESSIVE REPLY.
over, every one. And now I have
I
aunt. "1 wish I were not unalterably shall he prepared for anything.
them all, as your own eyes can
burned
I'm
shall have no dreadful memories then
opposed to corporal punishment!
But in strict confidence, betestify.
kind of changing my views',"
of dancing in a walking skirt or fishI don't mind telling
ourselves,
tween
Francesca sidled over to them. She ing in an organdie, and 1 shall he
at one time and that not so
that
you
slid one hand into her nother's and happy."
very long ago Jack Wheeler knew
"You ought to have a perfect sumgrasped her aunt's apron with the oth-lemy name. And if it wasn't for shatchocolate-covered- ,
her
raising
mer," said her friend.
tering the faith of his little wife I'd
'cherubic countenance beamingly. "I
'I shall come home a new woman,"
advise her to call in a brain specialist
Imwanna kiss you!" she wheedled,
;declared Miss Wiggins. "I don't care
for Jack. His sudden loss of memory
partially.
whether we have a cold or a warm, a
must be a bad symptom."
Mrs. Rant Do you think men are
"You little Imp!" said her mpther.
I have risen
or a dry season.
said Isabel. "There's noth- more clever than women?
Freddie Your father told me that
rainy
"Isn't she the limit!" said her aunt. superior to all these things.
Never f was the black
It's only
Mr. Rant Some men, are.
sheep of the family. ing the matter with Jack.
Then they bumped heads obeying again am I going to have my visits
Mrs. Rant Who are they!
Gertrude What did you eayT
that he has married a cat and an
kisses.
for
order
'
Francesca's
Vreddie-Ba- h!
spoiled by clothe!"
Mr. Rant Single men.
,
actress combined."
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Minor Gity Topics
I No.

CASH

4

4

NO

1

(Continued

the Days of Louis XIV is at the
Elks' theater also. See it tonight.
Wanted Three furnished rooms
near the Plaza. Address J., New
In

GROCERY AND BAKERY

Mexican.

FLOLR

DIAMOND

Train Late The Santa Fe trains
from the east, south and west, were
two hours late this afternoon.
See Hal Reid's greatest emotional
drama, Human Hearts at the Elks'
tonight.
Died of His Injuries Ignacio
aged 67, died at Albuquerque
after amputation of an arm at the elbow.
The arm was badly crushed by
a street car under which Candelaria
had fallen. The immediate cause of
death was pneumonia.
A Big Laugh, a modern Samson at
the Elks' theater tonight.
Hayward's Ad Attention is called
to the advertisement of Hayward's
market in today's issue, announcing
that the best of Kansas City and native meats are to be found at that

per sack $1.65 per sack

'

No BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH
EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
THE WEIGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUESSING THE
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th
Try this Hour, we will take it back and cheerfully
money if not entirely satisfactory.
.

I

F. ANDREWS

Can-delari-

refund you

Bone

From Page Two.)

1

4.

market.
of the Unfaithful,
Sorrows
a story of fickleness that induces
woe and disaster. It's at the Elks'
theater tonight.
"Saby Dies Loulsio, the two weeks
old baby of Mr. and Mrs. Francisco
Gonzales died today. The funeral win
take place tomorrow from the Cather
dral. The
undertaking
establishment will have charge of the
The

If You are In need of any
thing at the Drug Store.
GET IT AT

M REX ALL

STORE

Akers-Wagne-

W ere it costs no more for the BEST
goods and the BEST, service than you
pay elsewhere for inferior. - - - - ASK ABOUT THE REXALL GOODS

COMPANY,

FISCHER-DRU-

The Rexall Drug Store.
231 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
Leave Santa Fe

at

8:10 a. m. to

Train arrives from the north at 3:35
V

in.

con-

New Mexico Central.

nect with

No. 10 from
also No. 3 from

the south and
Train leaves Santa Fe at 7:30 a. m.
west,
the east, reTrain arrives at Santa Fe at 8 p. m.
luming arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con- Rebound When excellent, wore can
nect with No. 1
also takes be done right at home. Con-jl- t
til"
d
New Mexican Rindery.
passpassengers for No. 2
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
If you are In need of anytnlng, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
I's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9
Returnand Nos. 4 and S
stopcetf In 20 miniUA,
sure with Dr. blioop's
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11 : 10 j. m.
Croup Remedy, Uiif
Cenver and Rio Grande Railroad.
test will sure'.y prove.
No vomiting, no dis
Train leaves for the north at. lfl:lf
a sn.V aid pi easing syruijf'ks- Druxcists
west-boun-

east-boun-

west-boun-

east-boun-
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9, 1910.

Kidder and stated that the young man
ARE CORRESPONDENTS
HIS BROTHER
"KIDDING" US? referred to is Vincent Kidder and Is
TO THE GRAVE.
unmarried.
This announcement of itLaban Boardmen Fiske, Brother of E. Mr. Kidder Isn't Married Yet and He self would destroy the opalescent, roMay Not Spend That Honeymantic tones in the picture painted .
A. Fiske Died Sunday Night in
moon Here.
representaby the New Hampshire
Worcester, Mass.
tive of Cupid. It may be that Mr.
Surviving his DroHier, Attorney E.
for
Santa Fe is awaiting anxiously
Kidder is to be married some time
A. Fiske, of this city, only a few
the arrival of that "Mr. Kidder, the this month, however.
old
an
Boardman
Laban
FIsKe,
weeks,
well known millionaire club man who
As for
studying
archaeology it
time theatre manager, died In "Wo- is to
in the
spend his honeymoon
ould seem that Mr. Kidder may have
rcester, Mass., Sunday night. He was Ancient City. His bride is a New
had such an intention but it is not
61 years of age. Mr. Fiske visited York
society girl."
he will come out here in the
Santa Fe over 20 years ago and had
The expectations of the residents of likely future. Mr. Kidder has been
near
many friends here.
the Ancient City were due to a disA sketch of his interesting career patch from Meredith, New Hampshire, called the "millionaire club man" but
it is said he has other pursuits beis published in the Worcester Daily whidh stated these "glowing facts."
sides attending club dinners and actfollows:
as
Telegram
is a
Meredith, New Hampshire,
is
"He was born in Hookset, N. H., small town, 37 miles from Concord, ing on house committees. Banking
of Dhese other pursuits.
one
son of Allen .nd Mercy (Parmenter) and the newspaper directory says of
Fiske. When he was 7 years old his the town "some manufacturing." InThe Gratitude of Elderly People
parents moved to Holden and- there deed there does seem to be "some
Leav- manufacturing" there (of news), all
he gained his early education.
Gos out to whatever helps give
ing school, he came to Worcester to right, as far as can be ascertained to- them ease, comfort and strength. Folearn the job printing trade. He work- day.
ley Kidney Pills cure kidney and bladed in Providence.
Subsequently be
Bronson Cutting of New York, who der diseases promptly, and give combecame interested in the theatrical is spending the summer here is well fort and relief to elderly people. The
business and went on the road for the acquainted with the family of Mr, Capital Pharmacy.
VanAmburgh circus.
"Returning to Worcester Mr. Fiske
joined
partnership with Nathaniel
Harkness in the bill posting under the
name of Harkness & Fiske. This was
in 1865. Mr. Harkness died in 1873
and Mr. Fiske continued the business
alone, later establishing the Fiske Bill
Posting Company, which contracts for
general outdoor advertising.
"In addition to the hill posting business Mr. Fiske during the seasons of
1879, '80, '81 and '82 was associated
with Robert Reynolds, in the manageFOLOWS

PHONO
92

HARD'S

MARKET

want the
best. We have it.

DEPARTMENT

vou in a pair of
you are prompt
ly and politely waited upon, rightly
fitted and you get the best style your
price will purchase. If you get the
utmost comfort that can be put into a
shoe and have the guarantee of straight-ou- t
shoe house to have any complaint
no matter how slight, promptly satisfied
and to know you get a dollars worth for
every dollar you pay. Won't that satisfy yoti?

I

NATIVE

PHONE HAYWARD'S
92

MARKET PHONE

92

HOW AB OUT IT?

SPECIAL SALE

One Week Only
$6 00 and $6 50

Regular price $5.00
under this sale take your choice for a

Bill
$5.00
the best shoe
ever had on

your foot
you
and it will give you more satisfaction
than any other shoe made.

SHOES FDR YOUNG MEN

Young men who like swell Shoes can find here the seasons best. The new toes slightly narrow are the
thing. We have them in several styles, some buttons, some lace, some blucher cut patent kid & calf.

We ask young men to call for a look at the Swagger Styles.
$3.00 $3 50 or $4 00 and every shoe a prize.
ALL

SIZES

AND

.

JIDTHS

J
ffS.

l,
'

If

111

ff

i

and

e just received a large shipment of
FLORSHEIM SHOES which we are
offering

vou let us fit
rmi'illWinter
Shoes if

V

KANSAS CITY

'miini)

WITH THE BIG SHOE

IP

PHONE
92

If You

funeral arrangements.
ment of the Worcester theatre. DurRemember That Handsome Prize
five years he manin Fischer's window, we are given ing the following
W. French lectures,
the
aged
Harry
at
numbers away nigntly
the Elks'
which were similar to the Stoddard
theater for it.
lectures.
"Mr. Fiske was one of the original
RAILROAD PAYS BULK OF TAXES. members of Boston
lodge of Elks, he
and William C. Gale, being the only
(Continued From Page One.)
two Worcester men, who were charmembers of the Boston lodge. He
ter
yet the woodwork is well finished, was also a veteran Odd Fellow, Havthere are double floors, cement sills
Quinsigamond lodge when
and door steps and good light and ing joined
was organized, and being admitted
it
town
ventilation. At the historic old
to Wachusetts encampment in 1875.
of Mesilla, mainly through the in"Mr. Fiske married Miss Julia E.
strumentality of A. J. Fountain, a fine Trimm, March 7, 1869. His wife was
four room adobe school house along a Jamesville
girl. She survives; also
modern lines is being reared. It is in
two brothers, P. P. Fiske, of Provimission style, and It will have four
and R. W. Fiske, of Worcester;
commodious rooms and an assembly dence,
and these children, Gertrude E., wife
hall. El Paso contractors are building
H. Bloss, who is connected
of
the structure. At Dona Ana, a new withHarry
editorial department of the
the
school house will go up this fall, also New York
Herald; Etta E., wife of W.
like the preceding two, according to
R. Hamill;
Ralph W., and Herbert
At
Book.
o
Plan
official
the
plans
L. Fiske, all of Worcester.
buildDeming, a $35,000 high school
"Mr. Fiske had acquired considering is under construction, that will be able property. He built his home and
the best equipped in New Mexico. On
it over 26 years. He had
the first floor, will be rour class occupiedlived in that neighborhood and
always
rooms, an assembly room, superin- for 30
years resided on Dewey street,
tendent's office, teachers' room, ample
cloak and wash rooms, ana all modern nearby."
The funeral took place Wednesday
On the second floor,
conveniences.
from the home. Burial was
afternoon
besides three department class rooms, in the family lot in Hope cemetery.
there will be a lecture room, a enem-ica- l
and physical laboratory, study
FOR SALE Two work horses. Inand assembly rooms, and lockers for
quire at Williams & Rising.
every student.
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